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Welcome to the twelfth PASS
Newsletter. Please send
contributions or comments for future
issues to: d.m.andrews@qmul.ac.uk.
The next newsletter will be in the
new academic year. Back copies
can be found on the PASS webpage:
www.qmul.ac.uk/undergraduate/
schools/educationliaison/wp/pass/i
ndex.html  

Don’t forget, all contributors receive
a PASS mug…

Welcome

In this issue:

Certificates were presented by Queen
Mary’s Head of Outreach and Widening
Participation, Anne Setright. She talked
about the wider recognition given to the
mentors’ work in the university, through
Queen Mary’s Access Agreement, for
example. She also said she found it really
satisfying to hear how well PASS alumni
are doing, and how the skills that they
gained as PASS mentors and organisers
have helped them in the next stage of
their careers. This was echoed by guest
speaker Jason Lizarraga.

Jason was an outstanding PASS mentor
and student organiser in Electronic

Engineering and now works for City
financial firm, Markit. He told his
audience that at Markit he is now on the
other end of the mentoring relationship,
benefiting himself from the advice of very
experienced colleagues. Jason said how
proud he was to see how much PASS
had grown since the first small certificate
event back in 2008. He shared with
current mentors, in his talk, and
informally over tea, the workplace
benefits of the skills they are developing.
Everyone much enjoyed making or
renewing their acquaintance with him
and we all wish him well at Markit.

If you do not associate the words ‘Fogg Lecture Theatre’ with
cupcakes, applause and balloons, that means you were not at
the PASS Certificate event this year. Plenty of mentors, academic
coordinators and supporters were there on 21 March, though,
ready to celebrate another mentoring year.

Jason Lizarraga, back to
survey his mentoring legacy
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Thanks to a ‘small grant’ award from the
Learning Institute at Queen Mary, a group
from across the PASS subject range was able
to attend training at the National Theatre’s
Theatreworks at their rehearsal studio on the
South Bank. Ideas from the day are being
developed, though feedback and cascading,
to enhance our own new mentor training for
PASS at Queen Mary.

The one-day Influence and Rapport  training
course, led superbly by actor (and Westfield
alumnus), Al Nedjari and director, Corrine
Micallef, included exercises to ‘improve
imagination and empathy when listening’ and
to enhance the ability ‘to be quick-thinking
and creative when faced with the difficult
and unexpected’ – all very useful for
mentors. PASS trainer Fathea Khanum
commented, The methods used and the
feedback and tips given on the day are
highly universal and ones that will not only be
used to great effect in PASS mentoring  but
also remembered in all walks of life from
student vivas, to interviews and everyday
personal encounters.

All the students attending rated the course as
excellent and the trainers also praised them
for their readiness to try things out and for
their unwavering focus. They were Jessica
Guy (SBCS); Brett Osler (Computer Science);
Priyank Krishnani (Electronic Engineering);
Lauren Blackburne-Tinker (English); Henna
Akram (SEF);  Rebekah Soen (Geography);
Jennifer Keen (History) and Luke Armstrong
(Maths). 

PASS at the
National
Theatre

Dentistry PASS – helping
mentees know where to
start

Congratulations to PASS mentor
Jannat Hossain on her election to the
post of QMSU Multi-Cultural
Representative for 2012-13.

Geography 
PASS mentor
congratulations

'Retiring' student organisers, third-years
Afiqah Abdul Aziz and Ashwinni
Selvarajan, look back over a thriving
year for Dentistry PASS. They share the
practicalities of their role and how they
kept their mentees coming back for
more:

As Dentistry PASS student organisers
this year, we felt really pleased to be
able to incorporate some changes into
the way we hold our sessions. Having
been first-years and mentors ourselves
before, we understood the nature of 
the course and how our exams and 
in-course assessments are spread
throughout the terms. Of course we
were also really lucky to have a brilliant
team of dedicated second-year mentors
to help us. In our first session ever, we
had about 50 first-years turning up!
Following then, the number varied, 
with an average of 15-20 students per
session. There were regular faces, and
soon strangers turned into friends. 

What we did differently this year was
to book a room on campus at least
one week in advance. Once the
room was secured, we informed the
mentors and, depending on
availability, they would get back to
us. All of us would then look into 
the first-years’ timetable to see what
lectures they have had recently and
pick some which seemed more
challenging. We would then let 
the first-years know by e-mail and
Facebook group what to expect out
of each session. 

The mentors would prepare 
the topics as agreed, at the same time
benefiting themselves from the ‘revision’. 
As a team, our aim was to simplify things
for the first-years – making things easier 
to comprehend so that they were less
intimidated by the new concepts and be
able to start somewhere. It is too often that
we hear first-years saying “I don’t know
where to start”, “The amount of information
is too overwhelming”, etc. 

Although we are generally happy with
Dentistry PASS this year, there is always
room for improvement. It would be great to
be able to give printed handouts prepared
earlier by the mentors rather than having
the mentors write on the board and the first
years scribbling away like mad during the
sessions! It is sad to be ‘retiring’; however
we believe that we are leaving Dentistry
PASS in good hands. Thank you for the
wonderful experience this year! 

Geography mentors Kuldip Kang, Tom Hezlett and Andreea
Miu and academic coordinator Dr Alastair Owens at PASS
Certificate eventMentors being dramatic

Dentistry mentors at PASS Certificate event; from left to
right, Afiqah Aziz, Nikki Georgiadou, Thasnima Begum
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Piloting PASS in Geography
Rebekah Soen, Geography PASS student
organiser, reflects on a challenging but
rewarding mentoring year for the team:

PASS in Geography is nearing the end of its
pilot year. We have had many ups and
downs, but overall it has been a fantastic
year where both the mentees and the
mentors have learnt a lot. There have been
some weeks where mentee attendance has
been very strong, and other weeks it has
been very quiet. But none-the-less we have
helped each individual that walked through
the door.

For me, I have thoroughly enjoyed my year
as a student organiser. I have had so many
opportunities presented to me, from being

able to speak at the Teaching and Learning
Conference in January, to the National
Theatre Training Day (see above). Both of
these have enabled me to grow in
confidence and improve my mentoring
skills. One highlight of my time as a student
organiser was helping to organise the Speed
Mentoring event (see below) and
participating in it. It was a great afternoon,
which everyone enjoyed and I think
everyone was able to improve their
mentoring techniques in one way or
another. 

Geography PASS now feels like our ‘baby’,
built up from scratch over the last twelve
months with lots of hard work, and I can’t
wait for it to grow and branch out even

more over the next academic year. I would
like to thank all the mentors for all the hard
work they have put into the scheme this
year and Dr Alastair Owens and Emma
Shapcott (School of Geography) for giving
me lots of help and support.

PASS is an amazing scheme which helps
so many first-year students! I would always
encourage people to get involved and I
can’t wait to see what next year brings!

On your marks, get
set and mentor!

As part of the extension training
offered to all PASS mentors, our
PASS Speed Mentoring exercise
was revived this year, brought up
to date for the mentors of 2012
with the help of  student
organisers Amundeep Jandu
(SBCS) and Rebekah Soen

(Geography). Amundeep (also pictured left
in a warm-up exercise), describes the
event:

Some of the best PASS mentors came
along on 25 January to showcase their
mentoring talents and represent their
department in a speed mentoring
challenge. With each mentor being scored
by their peers they really had their chance
to shine! It was a very close contest with all
mentors scoring very well. Congratulations
to Nikki Georgiadou (Dentistry PASS) for
winning but it’s the taking part that really
counts. I would also like to thank all of the
mentors who give up their time, not only for
the speed mentoring challenge but every
week in their respective mentoring
sessions. Keep up the good work!

Speed mentoring: in foreground, Meena Kumar
(Dentistry) and Saarah Ebrahim (SBCS)

Networking with
Economics
Henna Akram, Student Organiser for
SEF PASS, shares her experience of a
mentoring networking opportunity given
to her by her PASS academic
coordinator, Senior Lecturer, Dr
Guglielmo Volpe, who was a presenter
at the event:

Dr Volpe, an Associate of the
Economics Network, and I recently
attended an Economics mentoring
workshop in Manchester. It was a
great experience to see how other
universities and departments within
them run their PASS sessions,
including hearing from lecturers at
Manchester University and
Manchester Metropolitan University. In
the workshop we talked about various
aspects of mentoring. We all agreed
that it is a great way to help first-years
feel more at ease with the transition
from school or college, where students
are generally more looked after, to
university life where it is more about
learning to work independently. We
also looked at ways to increase
numbers at sessions and the benefits
of mentoring in particular to mentors.
It was a great day and I have come
back with lots of fantastic ideas of how
we can improve PASS sessions here,
at Queen Mary.

Henna Akram speed mentoring with Ashwinni
Selvarajan (Dentistry)
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New mentors may not know about the
PASS It On scheme, where former
mentors (including those whose news is
given below) offer advice to current
mentors in their subject, particularly
about their own experiences in applying
for jobs or further study. For further
information on this scheme, ask your
student organiser or Debbie Andrews.

Nitish Ramparsad (Maths PASS mentor
2009-11 and joint organiser 2010-11)
writes about the job round:

During interviews, the interviewers have
always found it interesting to find out
more about the mentoring I have done
and always find the skills such as
communicating with people different to
myself, explaining something complex to
someone and planning skills, very useful
and these were all skills gained as a
mentor and organiser for PASS.

Martin Rossillo-Lopez (SBCS PASS mentor
2009-11 and joint organiser 2010-11)
came along to the PASS Certificate event
in March (see page 1) and was reunited
with mentoring colleagues. He writes of
his MSc year:

I am very much enjoying UCL - especially
now that the lectures are over! At the
moment I'm pretty much doing lab work
and I've started to look for a PhD, which I
hope to start at the end of this year. That
pretty much sums up my life at the
moment!

Alumni news

Uni in a Day event for new
students, 29 August
Are you free and around Mile End on 
29 August?  Would you like to work on 
a one-day event for students starting in
September to feel more at home? If so,
contact Debbie Andrews:
d.m.andrews@qmul.ac.uk

Paid extra work opportunities for
PASS mentors Undergraduate shadowing 

programme, autumn 2012
The Queen Mary Undergraduate Shadowing
Programme is a one-day or partial-day
programme in which Year 12 students 
from local schools and colleges have the
opportunity to come and find out what life 
as an undergraduate is like. If you are
interested in participating next academic 
year, then please contact Fathea Khanum 
on f.khanum@qmul.ac.uk so she can be
provide you with more information and find
out more about you as well. 

Luke Armstrong, joint student organiser (with
Richard Smith) for Maths PASS, looks back
on a very good year for the scheme, with a bit
of tweaking and a lot of creative thinking from
the team:

Whilst a large portion of the work as a PASS
student organiser is the initial setting up at
the start of a semester, there has certainly
been an element of learning as we go.
Keeping one's eyes open and ears pricked
up has been essential in further adapting
and improving the experience for both
mentors and mentees.

The biggest request we had was for more
in-session time. Often in Maths, the key to
understanding a problem means being able
to get to some kind of solution. However, at
times we were finding we couldn't assist
with a problem because we ran out of time,
not because we ran out of knowledge.
Knowledge is to be used, but also it is to be
shared, so what good is that mentality if
there's not enough time to share the tricks
of the trade that we’ve picked up?

Given the opportunity to modify Maths PASS
after the winter break, we set our sights on
a perfect two-hour session. The academic
timetables were kind to us, and allowed this
to happen with relative ease. To reflect this
adaptation, we developed a new sign-in
sheet to allow us to record what half of the
two-hour session mentees arrived, along

with some other cosmetic changes. 
This will allow us to do research into 
the effectiveness of our changes, and 
also into what times worked best.

In a nutshell, we listened to feedback, and
made changes to try and make our sessions
more useful. The new format has let us
collect a band of loyal attendees who are
truly willing to learn, and they take as much
as possible from the sessions, rather than
just coming to fish for answers. Our new
arrangement has helped satisfy one of our
main goals – to help those who need it, but
to also help those who are the most willing
to learn. 

Making it all add up for
Maths PASS

Luke Armstrong talking to Maths PASS academic
coordinator, Dr Juan Valiente-Kroon

Todun Akinremi, SEMS PASS
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Anyone reading this newsletter is likely
already to be involved in some way in PASS
at Queen Mary. However, if there is anything
about which you would like to know more (or
if you would like to contribute to the next
edition of this newsletter), please contact:

Dr Debbie Andrews, Peer-mentoring
Coordinator (Widening Participation 
Team, Directorate of Marketing and
Communications): d.m.andrews@qmul.ac.uk  

Below is a list of the key PASS people 
in schools and departments. These 
are the academic coordinators and the
undergraduate student organisers, each 
of whom is a PASS mentor leading a team 
of mentors. 

Biological and
Chemical Sciences
Student organisers
Jessica Guy 
bt09122@qmul.ac.uk

Amundeep Jandu
bt09270@qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Caroline Brennan
c.h.brennan@qmul.ac.uk

Computer Science
Student organisers
Kareem Khazem 
ec09414@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Brett Osler 
ec09277@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Tassos Tombros
tassos@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Dentistry
Student organisers
Afiqah Abdul Aziz 
ha09157@qmul.ac.uk

Ashwinni Selvarajan 
ha09077@qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Sahar Mohsin
s.mohsin@qmul.acuk

Economics and Finance
Student organiser
Henna Akram 
h.akram@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Guglielmo Volpe 
g.volpe@qmul.ac.uk

Electronic Engineering
Student organiser
Priyank Krishnani 
ec09017@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Tassos Tombros
tassos@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Engineering and 
Materials Science 
Student organiser
Vishal Rana 
ex09253@qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Professor Julia Shelton 
j.shelton@qmul.ac.uk

English (pilot)
Student organisers
Mike Spencer
le09261@qmul.ac.uk

Lauren Blackburne-Tinker
le10051@qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Rhiannon Moss 
r.s.moss@qmul.ac.uk

Geography (pilot)
Student organiser
Rebekah Soen
r.soen@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Alastair Owens
a.j.owens@qmul.ac.uk

History
Student organisers
Leo Hansel
ra09085@qmul.ac.uk

Henrik Mathiesen 
ra09137@qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Jonathan D Smele 
j.d.smele@qmul.ac.uk

Languages, Linguistics
and Film
Student organiser
Kate Nevin 
k.nevin@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Kirsteen Anderson 
k.h.r.anderson@qmul.ac.uk

Mathematical Sciences
Student organisers
Luke Armstrong 
ah09172@qmul.ac.uk

Richard Smith 
ah09029@qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Juan Valiente-Kroon
j.a.valiente-kroon@qmul.ac.uk

Physics
Student organiser
Emma Bedford 
ap09008@qmul.ac.uk

Jonathan Cheyne 
j.cheyne@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Mark Baxendale 
m.baxendale@qmul.ac.uk

Finding out more


